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Abstract: Many research works regard the concept of “motivation” and that of “stimulation” as synonyms and
identical notions. Nevertheless, we believe these concepts cannot scientifically be considered as synonyms.
Motivation and stimulation differ in their nature - stimulation is always extrinsic incentive for labour and
motivation is the attitude of the worker himself to the labour. They are certainly interrelated - the higher material
stimuli are, the more efficient the employee works. As far as entrepreneurs are regarded, the interrelation of
these concepts is more complicated. This article deals with a distinct differentiation for the concept of
“motivation” and that of “stimulation” in the context of entrepreneurship, which depends on the subject of the
research being either entrepreneurial labour or entrepreneurial activity. 
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INTRODUCTION In the 60’s - 70’s of the XX century, the interest

In economic science, the concept of “motivation” researches were held strictly in the context of economic
and that of “stimulation” are more often used at the science, i.e. of the political economy in a greater degree
categorial level to characterize labour activity of hired and of labour economics in a lesser degree. These studies
workers. Every time we discuss efficient activity of any dealt with problems of a working day and working hours
economic entity, we use the concepts of “motivation” and rather than intensity itself. 
“stimulation” for characterizing this activity, meaning the In the years of Perestroika (1985-1991), the studies
process affecting it (with due ignorance of the economic intensively dealt with the problems of labour discipline
level - global, macro-, meso-, micro- and finally that of a and labour stimulation, rather than those of labour
person - as well as of the type of this activity - productive, productivity, in the context of labour transformation into
financial, commercial, etc.). the main vital need of a person under the developed

In the Soviet economic science used, the current way socialism. Most of all, these problems were discussed as
of production was characterized with the concept of part of the interdisciplinary studies of the socialistic way
“stimulation”; e.g. “stimulation of public production”, of life at, which replaced the concept of “quality of living”
“stimulation of socialistic labour”. Motivation was in the conditions of the total deficit during that period.
introduced much later by the scientists who were And only at the end of the Perestroika period, when
studying  the  problems  of  labour  intensity  and   those the cooperative movement of the 80’s began to develop
of  labour  productivity.  Moreover,  as  far back as the intensively, there occurred a set of studies dealing with
30’s of the XX century, the problems of  increase in stimulation of the hired labour. It is difficult to emphasize
labour productivity at  socialistic  enterprises  were any purposefully developed scientific school of that time
studies by economists  and  psychologists.  That  time, as numerous publications of that period were more likely
the young Soviet science of labour was still developing of the politicised publicistic character supported by the
and all the researches were held at the disciplinary level conclusions of sociologists (Zaslavskaya, T.I.) rather than
[1]. those of economists [2]. 

aroused to the studies of labour intensity, but this
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Switching to the market economy, not only labour instrument of labor, the slave should have had a great
stimulation but also labour motivation got under aversion for any kind of activity, the results of which
discussion as a common process of increase in labor couldn't be even remotely appropriated to himself.
activity for hired workers. We suppose that was exactly Meanwhile the history gives us some tangible and
the period, in which the studies of stimulation and visible examples when the slaves created not only simple
motivation for all activity types of various economic constructions, tombs, cult or household items but also
entities were separated from each other by the scopes of pieces of art or those of engineering thought, still striking
different research areas of two scientific specialties; i.e. our imagination. Certainly, we can suggest the slaves had
economic theory (08.00.01), economy and management of the strongest incentive for activity, which was survival.
national economy (08.00.05). Since that period, the This must be true, but such explanation can hardly be
problems of labour stimulation and labour motivation considered satisfactory as far as the activity is concerned.
haven’t been studied as a whole anymore; these To survive, working "in general" at the "average" level
phenomena gained a complementary character and began would have been sufficient and there was no need "to
to be considered complicatedly as part of definite give rise to the Legends of Pygmalion".
scientific research areas in relation to the most different We believe the explanation deals with the following
types of economic activity. reason - being legally unfree, the person could have

Judging by contemporary researches, these two "released" himself only in a useful activity, which was
concepts of "stimulations" and "motivation" are labour. Either in or in spite of those conditions, the need
supposed to be interrelated so closely that, by all means, for self-expression turned into both the strongest intrinsic
they should be considered as a whole. Having agreed motive for activity and the only opportunity to remain
with a close practical interrelation of these two human. Needs and incentives are mutually denied, at the
phenomena, which are defined by the concepts mentioned same time assuming each other, as the need for self-
hereabove, we still consider that these two concepts expression in this example and its realization is the only
characterizing the processes of stimulation and motivation condition (stimulus) for non-degradation of the person,
are far from being synonyms. And here follows the being simultaneously a motive comprising the reason to
reason. live.

The word “stimulation" derives from Latin Those examples when under slaveholding the labour
“stimulus”, literally meaning a peaked stick or prod, by itself was a motive for activity is more likely the exception
means of which the Ancient Greeks forced bulls and rather than the rule at the level of needs as this is the
slaves to labour. The definition of the concept unity of needs and incentives, which conditions the
"stimulation" can be found in any contemporary motive’s appearance. It is evidenced by death of
economic dictionary or encyclopedia. In most cases it is slaveholding as a way of production. The slave as a tool
associated with triggering the activity of employees to of activity becomes a brake on the development of
increase labor productivity and its quality. Motivation is productive forces, as the slave being a “labour force
more difficult to be defined as it has no precise carrier” lacks any motive for a highly productive labour
interpretation. It is either considered as part of stimulation and a motive for the development of the ability to work in
or identified with it, believing these are identical. the process of labour.

Nevertheless, we believe these concepts cannot We suggest the strongest and most stable motives
scientifically be considered as synonyms. Motivation and arise only when incentives being objective conditions for
stimulation differ in their nature - stimulation is always activity develop into personal interest with its further
extrinsic incentive for labour and motivation is the attitude transformation into a personal need. Such motive should
of the worker himself to the labour. They are certainly be associated with a goal for the economic entity. It
interrelated - the higher material stimuli are, the more mustn’t necessarily be of a personal character (the
efficient the employee works. purpose can be socially significant), but it must

In a motive, needs and incentives are closely necessarily deal with personal needs and personal
interrelated, either assuming or denying each other at a interest.
certain stage of such interrelation. For example, during a Meanwhile a question occurs where the borders of
slaveholding era while deprived of everything including the material stimulation are? Can a pay rise associated
any means of production and factually being himself an with stimulation increase its efficiency? 
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In other words, is a return from salary increase The market significantly narrows and the state starts
always adequate to the received efficiency of the activity? regulating the process of reproduction;
According to the American researchers, 20% of the Socialization of high private funds is expanded; i.e.
employees will work efficiently independently from any the entrepreneur works not only for himself, doesn’t
increase in their salary. Another 20% will perform worse monopolistically control the results of labour and is
regardless of any pay rise. And only 60% of the controlled by other owners;
employees feature this dependence between  a  pay  rise Equitization of property places the entrepreneur
and its results. under control of the society;

Therefore, stimulation makes sense only for 60% of Employees are the owners of the means of
the employees, making it possible to speak about the production in the form of securities, private
attempt for the extrinsic labour incentive  to  transform accounts, etc.;
into  the  intrinsic one. The first group of the hired Many employees has an alternative source of
workers - those 20% who don’t consider their salary as a income, thus being protected by their ownership;
crucial factor for their activity - arouses a particular Intellectual property occurs as an integral and ever-
interest,  as  their work itself is an award for their labour. prevailing element of productive forces when the
It is that lucky circumstance when abilities of the worker owner of intellectual capital works for hire (i.e. hired
coincide with the opportunities provided to him by the top-managers, inventors, marketing specialists,
society. For this category of the employees, a motive is coachers, merchandisers, etc.). 
more important than stimulus; and here the motive is
associated with the labour or that type of activity these Regardless of their rapprochement, the preserved
employees are involved into. As a rule, these are creative differences in the interests of entrepreneurs and
types of labor activity with a high intellectual employees reason the existence of various motives for the
involvement. For the employees of this group, the hired and entrepreneurial labors. Any changes of
motivation deals with the expansion of opportunities for qualitative characteristics of economic activity - when the
their professional activity that can demand any material hired worker becomes an owner - provokes the occurrence
inputs from the employer. In other words, we should of intrinsic motivation for labour in the unity of the
discuss stimulation of not only a certain worker’s labour relations of assignment and alienation based on
but also probably changes in the whole structure of the connection of labor with means of production through the
organization. Undoubtedly, the labour of these 20% of the possession of intellectual capital.
employees is highly paid as otherwise it will be difficult Entrepreneurial labour is a special type of labour
for the employer to preserve a creative specialist in the possessing a number of specific features, main of which
conditions of asymmetry in supply and demand on such include independence and freedom, free initiative, high
experts in the labor market. tension and responsibility. Labour and entrepreneurship

Motivation and Stimulation in the Context of the entrepreneur in various forms and at various levels of
Enterpreneurship: In a civilized society, the division of the economic system. Entrepreneurial labour and
labour into a hired labour and free labour seems to be an entrepreneurial activity are integrated ways of realization
anachronism as regarding to the contemporary level of the for a set of entrepreneurial functions; however, they
development of human civilization the issue should deal shouldn’t be considered as identical concepts or
with various degrees of freedom of labour. In this context, synonyms. Entrepreneurial labour is associated with
the market economy should separate the concept of functioning and actions of a particular person concerning
“hired labour” and that of “entrepreneurial labour”, the realization of the desire to become an entrepreneur and
gap between which deal with the difference in the ways of entrepreneurial activity is a definite set of constantly
their introduction into the process of labour, the ways of renewing and changing situations, which trigger various
employment, the ways of entering business relations and models for entrepreneurial behavior of individual,
changing the role of the hired worker in social production. contract-and-group and contract-and-organization types.

In a socially oriented economic system, qualitative The relations concerning “purchase and sale” of
characteristics of the hired labour and entrepreneurial entrepreneurial labour differ from their classical
labour are subject to changes: comprehension as the act of purchase and sale of the

characterize various aspects of business activity from the
idea about business running up to direct functioning of
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ability to entrepreneurial labour means either the socio-economic philosophy and relevant public
establishment of a new entrepreneurial unit or termination psychology as well as adoption of a national program on
of the operation for the existing one by means of stimulation of entrepreneurship, emphasizing the creation
changing the status of a self-employed entrepreneur into of an adequate entrepreneurial infrastructure [3].
the employee of a particular type. Entering the market for Entering the process of professional activity and
entrepreneurial labour, any economic entity decides to leaving the market for entrepreneurial labour,
perform as entrepreneur (business owner), but in reality entrepreneurs independently exercise their professional
every individual who have made this decision hardly competences and turn into economic entities of the market
occurs to be an entrepreneur and starts a new enterprise, for entrepreneurial activity, which represents a system of
as independently from activity type every nascent economic mechanisms, norms and institutes maintaining
entrepreneur has to be registered in various public effective functioning of entrepreneurial abilities. The
authorities or to get support from certain public institutes market for entrepreneurial activity is a system of relations
and intermediaries of the market for entrepreneurial between entrepreneurs as owners, entrepreneurs as hired
labour;  likewise,  not  every  entrepreneur-manager or workers, simply employees, suppliers, partners, the state,
employee exercises his right to labour. If the state, public public institutes, etc. concerning the use or reproduction
institutes and entrepreneurs themselves provide such of entrepreneurial abilities for performing entrepreneurial
support, the "hire" of entrepreneurial labour takes place; activity aimed at producing and realizing goods and
otherwise, there is no “hire”. In this situation, the services, at satisfying various needs of the population
entrepreneur can enter the shadow economic sector and, under the market economy, i.e. at achieving the planned
furthermore, he cannot be considered as an economic result through the best use of the capital (owned business
entity in force. and other property) and resources (financial, material and

The most important motive for entrepreneurial labor) by economically isolated entities of the market
activity is the property itself as well as the need for its economy, who bear full property responsibility for the
preservation and growth. All other motives will be its results of own activity and are ruled by the legislation of
derivates.  Property as a source of economic the country, in which this activity is registered.
independence and a material welfare is certainly The market for entrepreneurial activity creates a
associated with a material motive. As a source and a basis system of needs, interests, values, which is dramatically
for self-expression and freedom of activity, property new as compared to the market for entrepreneurial labour
occurs to be a spiritual motive. Obtaining property by a and which promotes creation of an adequate marketing
person (employee) induces him to be or to become an mechanism for motivation of not simply entrepreneurial
"entrepreneur" at least as far as the allocation of his labour but whole activity since the experienced
property and funds is concerned. And the preservation of entrepreneur always realizes his potential and estimates
his property is guaranteed by both himself as an the results of his labour due to their influence on the
entrepreneur and the state. development of his business, shading the society’s

While organizing a new business, the motivation of demands and following them. 
entrepreneurs is caused by their desire to be masters of Motivating current entrepreneurs is reasoned by the
own lives, ambition to distinguish themselves, to change efficiency of entrepreneurial activity and deals with an
their  way  of  lives,  to gain independence and freedom, opportunity and conditions for self-realization and self-
to  satisfy  personal  needs  for  leadership, to have esteem, for gaining public recognition and appreciation,
worthy remuneration for their labour or to receive high for adequate activity, for being provided with the rights to
stable dividends and to have favourite prestigious work. protection of property and ownership, the right to a
All these testify to a prevailing role of intrinsic motivation. descent life, for introducing innovations aimed at public

Stimulation and motivation of entrepreneurial labour service. It also deals with a positive image for the
are interrelated concepts as realizing intrinsic motives entrepreneur, with a social responsibility to the society
requires stimulation regarding to the formation of own and hired workers and with social contacts, with power,
definite social situation when ideological, political and etc.
cosio-economic conditions provoke entrepreneurial Analyzing the key provisions for entrepreneurial
boom; i.e. the appearance of essential entities to develop activity in the context of its motivational structure, it is
entrepreneurial activity. Stimulation of entrepreneurial possible to conclude this activity features the strongest
labour comprises the changes of social, economic and stimuli  for  economic motivation, concerning which the 
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personality of entrepreneur can be considered in two realization. This issue is extremely popular for the
ways: 1) as an owner of property and other resources; 2) researches on motivation of entrepreneurial behavior,
as a manager for the employees working for him on terms which are being conducted abroad [5].
of the contract. This reasons the presence of both And the last fundamental principle of motivation for
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation for entrepreneurial entrepreneurial activity is the principle of reliability. The
activity. In this context, stimulation by the society and the effort towards reliability deals with the effort towards
state plays a secondary role for the entrepreneur. stability. It is known that in reality person’s labour is
Performing a commercial operation as a result of any doomed to uncertainty and aimed at reliability. Only a
production (business), the entrepreneur is capable of politically and economically free person, who has gained
doing self-stimulation. a reliable position in the society, can experience joy of a

In their activity, entrepreneurs are guided by various creative labor.
motives and estimate gained benefits in different ways. Entrepreneurs’ needs reason the appearance of
The bigger the variety of enterprises is, the more motives various types of motives, each having a definite motivator
for entrepreneurial activity exist. Entrepreneurial as intrinsic incentive provoking the entrepreneur to
psychology can start with the strive for deriving profits behave in a certain manner [6]. 
from a new economic combination and grow up to an The experience of communicating with Russia’s
irrepressible thirst to develop and expand the sphere of companies has shown that the system of motivation is
activity, to add riches, to eliminate competitors, etc [4]. usually associated with a sophisticated way to calculate

Regarding to the development of extrinsic motivation piecework wages. This problem is caused by the fact that
for entrepreneurial activity, it is essential to consider three the objective of motivation is neither documented nor
basic motivation principles. visualized. It seems to be “obvious” but still remains a

The first motivation principle is the principle of vague idea, which is treated by each person in his own
consumption. It builds the basis for the system of material manner. Often the concepts of “salary”, “motivation”,
interests, which comprises relevant motives including “stimulation” and “encouragement” substitute each other.
profit maximization, capital accumulation, market The society and authorities intensively discuss the need
expansion, strive for oligarchy, etc. Entrepreneurial to develop entrepreneurial activity and the need of
activity  needs a definite economic environment and motivation. But there is no single answer to what this
socio-political climate, which could provide self- deals with. To eliminate this set of problems, future and
management, freedom of economic choice and possibility current entrepreneurs are currently in need for creating a
to invest profits. In other words, it needs market-oriented model of development and visualization for motivation
competitive regime of economy or a set of such a critical directions, which would represent a proper behavior chart
mass of relations that could feed the whole system of or a motivation pattern.
entrepreneurship. E.g. if the political regime is unstable The proper behavior chart is a matrix, which is
and entrepreneurial activity is allowed, entrepreneurs will represented by a structured list of behavioural qualities of
be interested in short-term operations, which don’t require the personality we would like entrepreneurs to possess.
large investments but promise a significant profit. Stability They are supposes to be the qualities, for which future
of the political situation provides the entrepreneur with and current entrepreneurs should be motivated. This
the possibility of strategic planning, i.e. long-term plans matrix comprises four units:
for own actions. 

The second motivation principle of entrepreneurial Personal (I);
activity is the principle of activity mediated by the Interpersonal (You and I; relations between partners,
conditions of entrepreneurial development. A source of colleagues, the state, etc.);
motivation is in the person himself, i.e. in hpsychology of Collective (We; relations with fellow labourers);
his personality. It is a so-called "effect of passionarity", Corporate  (All  of  us; operation of the enterprise)
introduced by L.Gumilev. Passionarity refers to those [7].
entrepreneurs, whose inherited and acquired qualities
(energetic abilities and volition) induce them often Let us introduce the proper behavior chart for future
illogically to choose risk venture models of self- and current entrepreneurs (Table 1).
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Table 1: Motivation pattern for future and current entrepreneurs 

Future Entrepreneurs

Personal Interpersonal

1. Self-dependence. 1. Social contacts.
2. Self-realization. 2. Responsibility.
3. Creative initiative.. 3. Efforts towards partnership trust-based relations with
4. Innovative unconventional but practically realized idea. both the state and businesses. 
5. Education.
6. Funds.

Corporate Collective

1. Efforts towards success and realization of business idea. 1. Efforts towards employing qualified and experienced workers. 

2. Will to occupy a certain market niche. 2. Implementation of the efficient system of labour, 
remuneration and bonuses. 

Current Entrepreneurs 

Personal Interpersonal

1. Efforts towards taking relevant risks. 1. Social relations.
2. Independence from public structures. 2. Long-term partnership relations.
3. Creative thinking, ideas, plans and projects. 3. Support and approval by the state. 
4. Experience and expertise 4. Realization of the social role (charity, patronship, etc.).
(efforts towards self-development, self-education and self-improvement). 5. Social responsibility.
5. Proper way of life and observance of moral code of entrepreneurial behavior. 6. Realization of functions for economic and social development. 
6. Funds. 7. Positive image in the society. 

Corporate Collective

1. Expansion of production, creation of new working places. 1. Preservance of personnel during the crisis and other troubles.
2. Decrease in the risk of bankruptcy, i.e. will to be free. 2. Social responsibility towards personnel 
3. Efforts towards business prosperity and accumulation of capital. (goals of the entrepreneur and his personnel should be similar.
4. Socially-oriented activity. The activity principle is “As long as we are one - we are invincible”). 
5. Implementation of new economic combinations and efficient ways 
and means of production and labour.

*Built by the authors with reference to Kolesnikov’s studies [8].

The proper behavior chart enables to not only reveal CONCLUSION
the key motivators for entrepreneurial activity but also
detect the problems. The structured representation of Both of these close but non-identical concepts of
entrepreneurial behavior being desirable and serving as “stimulation” and “motivation” are neither synonyms
the aim for motivation is a highly useful instrument. nor antonyms; being a conceptual pair, they
Understanding the proper behavior chart, it is easier to characterize such a socially important type of the
choose the tool for stimulation of their activity and market as labour market, including its segment, which
motivation. is inner corporate labour market.

A variety  of forms of entrepreneurial activity and Both stimulation and motivation of labour as really
that  of  the  types  of  entrepreneurship,  sophistication existing processes deal with different types of labour
of the social and economic structure must be activity. While motivation is aimed at creative types
accompanied by timely implementation of motivation of activity and at expansion of its professional
mechanisms  adequate  to  this  structure  to orient opportunities, stimulation generally refers to
various social groups, layers and classes to efficient transformation of labour activity into intrinsic need of
labour, to a positive social behavior, to realizing the the worker himself. 
common idea  of  the country’s economic renovation in Both stimulation and motivation mustn’t be
the current conditions, providing welfare and social associated only with hired labour. It is high time to
harmony. discuss stimulation and motivation of various kinds
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of socially valuable activity, e.g. entrepreneurial labour or 2. Zaslavskya, T.I., 1988. On the strategy of social
simply voluntary activity in the context of the forming management of restructuring. There is no other:
civil society. Makeover: transparency, democracy, socialism, Ed.

In the context of entrepreneurship, it is necessary to Yu. N. Afanasyeva. M: Progress, pp: 674.
differentiate motivation for entrepreneurial labour and 3. Busygin, A.V., 2000. Entrepreneurship. 2  Edition. M:
that for entrepreneurial activity. Intrinsic motivation Delo, pp: 93.
is obtaining a significant importance for 4. Gorelov, N.A. and M.A. Vinokurov, 2004. Labour
entrepreneurial labour. At the same time in the context Economics. SPb: Piter, pp: 461.
of the motivation structure of entrepreneurial activity, 5. Mashkara, I., 2008. Motivation of Labour in the
the intrinsic motivation is inseparable from the Context of Innovative Development of the Enterprise.
extrinsic one. If stimulation and motivation of Journal of Entrepreneurship. 7: 176.
entrepreneurial labour are interrelated and mutually 6. Akimova, O.E., 2011. Motives of entrepreneurial
dependant concepts, then stimulation by the society activity. Bulletin of the Institute of Friendship of
and the state plays a secondary role for the Peoples of the Caucasus. 1: 36-44.
entrepreneur as being commercially active he is 7. Ketko, N.V. and L.S. Shakhovskaya,  2009.
capable of self-stimulation. Stimulation of Entrepreneurship: Federal Level.
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